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Contrast Enhanced MRA to display the renal arteries, Aorta, and the common iliac arteries.   Typically used to investigate? Renal Artery Stenosis (RAS) as a precursor to renal artery stent.   The role of MRA compared to DSA is currently being investigated by a study conducted in conjunction with the Renal Unit.
Material to have read
Contrast Enhanced MRA document
(www.users.on.net/vision/basic_MRA/MRA_intro)
Siemens Vision Application Guide. 	Section D.2-26	CE MRA 
Siemens Vision Numaris Reference Guide. 	Section  E12-1	Mean/Curve
Injection Equipment
Prepare the injection equipment as early as possible without drawing up contrast. A lot of time can be saved by explaining the procedure and getting the IV Jelco put in while the previous patient is being scanned.
Kit
¨	Kidney dish or similar
¨	20G Jelco
¨	25 mm tape
¨	Tegaderm or Opsite dressing (optional)
¨	Alcohol swabs and Tourniquet
¨	Minimum volume extension tube
¨	Y-type Extension
¨	2 x 30 ml. Screw Luer lock syringes 
¨	18G non-sharp drawing up needle
¨	30 ml. Ampoule of Magnevist (Place in the incubator at 45 C)
¨	100 ml bag of saline for injection.
¨	Marker pen for labelling syringes.
Fill the extension tubes and a syringe with saline. Clearly label the syringe SALINE 

Contrast Dose
Gd MRA will work with dose rates between 0.1 and 0.3 mmol/kg.   Our current method uses a standard 30 ml ampoule, unless the patient weights less than 50 Kg where the full dose is calculated as 0.3 mmol/kg ( 0.6 ml/kg )  The Magnevist is heated in the incubator to reduce viscosity and enable fast injection.
Test Injection
Mix 1 ml. of contrast into 29 ml of saline.   Mark the syringe TEST
For small patients using less than 30 ml contrast dose, use 1 ml. Of contrast mixed with saline to the same volume as the main injection.
Contrast Injection
Draw up 30 ml of warmed contrast in the syringe used for the test injection and mark it CONTRAST.  For smaller patients draw up the dose calculated earlier.
Patient Preparation
Pre-scan
¨	Fast for 5 hours prior to minimise gut motion.
¨	10 mg of oral Valium (or equivalent oral sedation) is strongly preferred.
¨	Weigh light patients
Scanning
¨	Administer 2 litres/minute via nasal spectacle during the examination.
¨	Coach the patient on breath holding.
¨	Holding on relaxed expiration gives the most consistent reproduction of phase.  The oxygen will greatly improve the time the person can hold their breath.  If they must breath, ask them to begin breathing again gently.
Coil
CP body phased array
Centre lower costal margin
Sequences
Protocol stored under the CP Body Array coil as
Breath_Hold_Gado_Angiograms

SCOUT_breath-hold
Do the scout on relaxed expiration.
Yields 3 sagittal views (midline and two kidneys) Axial and Coronal views.

T1_Flash_Breath-hold
Position through the renal area.  Axial T1 images for general display of renal morphology and to help identify the level of the renal arteries.

Timing_Run_1-per-second
Single slice Turbo-FLASH sequences repeated once per second for 30 seconds to determine the transit time for the contrast bolus to the renal arteries.
Position the slice at the level of the renal arteries.
Load the sequence when the injector is ready with the test dose and saline bolus chaser.
Countdown "3-2-1-Inject", and start the sequence at the command "Inject"

Transit Time Graph
For instructions on the Evaluate Mean Curve function read Siemens Vision Numaris Reference Guide. Section  E12-1 Mean/Curve
·	Select the first image of the timing run
·	Select Evaluate Mean Curve
·	DRAW a circle to cover most of the Aorta
·	Set scale to Auto
·	Image Number
·	(as shown in the example screen)
·	Use QUERY to select the timing run (double click on study)
·	Create graph
·	Use the cursor to identify the image number of the contrast arrival peak.
Transit Time (seconds) = Peak image number - Initial image number

Calculate the Injection to Scan Delay Time
·	Scan Delay = Transit time - (40% of scan period)
If the Delay is positive	Inject - Delay- Scan start
If the Delay is negative	Scan start- Delay-Inject
·	Set the appropriate delay on the countdown timer 
Angiogram Run
3D_FISP_Coronal_19-06-97
Position the thin para-coronal slab parallel to the Aorta (seen in the midline sagittal scout) and positioned to include the anterior aorta and kidneys (seen in lateral sagittal scouts).   Check L-R and I-S location on coronal image second localiser.
Mask Sequence
¨	In Sequence Change, select Measurements.   Change No of measurements to 1
¨	Load sequence
¨	Reinforce breathing instructions
¨	Scan on relaxed respiration
¨	Change Number of Measurements to 3.  Change scan interval to 36 seconds (scan period + 10 seconds) ready for the contrast runs
¨	Prepare the Contrast syringe and the 30 cc saline bolus syringe.
¨	Set the delay time on the countdown timer (stopwatch) Rehearse the series of instructions from the scanner to the injector.
Contrast Runs
These must be done at the same phase of respiration and as fast as possible after the mask sequence (be ready as soon as image processing is done)
¨	Injector readies with contrast and the saline chaser.
¨	Load sequence, repeat the sequence of injection and scan instructions
¨	Countdown the injection, "3-2-1-Inject"Start the countdown timer at the command to inject. Give breathing instructions to patient so that the scan start button is pressed when the Delay is run out.
¨	Tell the patient to breath between scans (10 seconds) and give instructions to stop again as the sequence starts (see the countdown on the console monitor)
Image Post Processing
¨	Use Evaluate Dynamic Analysis to Subtract the Mask run form the Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3 contrast runs, labelling each study name as Phase 1 Sub and so on.
¨	MIP the Phase 1 Sub run.
¨	Plan from the projection axial view.
¨	Create 6 Coronal Oblique projections equally spaced around the line perpendicular to the plane of the renal arteries.
¨	Create a single Axial projection using a very thin VOI and a projection line parallel to the line of the Aorta
¨	MPR the best post contrast sequence.
¨	Create thin para-coronal slices along the line of each renal artery and in a plane to display the branches of the renal arteries.
¨	These are best stored by using define start/define end to create single slice MPR studies, rather than using Copy Segment.
¨	Be very careful of orientation issues (keep the right on the right side)
Repeat for Phase 2 and 3 if needs be.
¨	MPR the phase 1 or phase 2 to identify the renal arteries on each side.
Create an oblique coronal image of the true coronal plane of each kidney, Measure the longest dimension of each kidney.

Filming
·	Axial T1 images on a 20 format film
·	Coronal MIP images on a 6-format film.
·	Life size Coronal views (6 format film)
Magnify by a factor of  1.67.
·	Film the Axial projection un-magnified and at life-size magnification.
·	Film the MPR images and the images showing the length of each kidney.


